Runners cut short hash and
drinking time in effort to get
cultured
Members of Kirton Hash House
Harriers denied accusations that
they had “gawn lovey” .
P2

Unforeseen consequences of Brexit hit
translator
Read the heartbreaking
story of one woman’s
plight
P2
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Last Monday evening in

you back to the swinging sixties. Luckily for some

Crediton, widely recognised

characters -actually just the male lead - there was

as the theatrical side alley of no need to “dress up” or be other than you are.
the South West, those im-

The production was full of home truths. Many

Made in Dagenham! mortal words were belted
Laid in Dagenham! out with tremendous gusto

women in the audience, especially Karen Kirby,
agreed with Eddie O’Grady who sang:

and true feeling (and for

“I’m just a man with

the lead male, a touch of

a foolish brain”

wistfulness) at the opening
night of CODS’ production

Whilst the main stars such as Perdie Wright,

of the hit musical Made In Dagenham.

Heather Barlow and Bridget Merrett gave Tony

Telling the true story of the equal pay battle

awarding winning performances,

fought (and won!) by the girls at Dagenham Ford

the whole troupe made the

in 1968, this was an energetic, gritty and down to

show exceptional, not forgetting

earth performance by the Big Mouth Billy and

the musicians. The production is

Billina Basses. No damp squids here; just the odd

widely expected to move to the

broken plate.

West End (Copplestone) later in the year. Andy

The costumes and sets were exceptional; whisking

Kirby was also init.

Friendly, trustworthy and
reliable ...

Camp Hash Kamp

.... and there when you need
us

14th—16th July 2017
@ Princesstown

Our friendly team of furry
friends are on paw to help you
with all your personal legal
needs, whilst bringing down
the costs of legal fees. Rover
here can write your will for
£9.99. You can trust us to take
care of it.

Book now!
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“Gawn luvvey” - cont. from p1.

that he was still at work and there-

“Brexit ” - cont. from p1.

The accusations came as a result

fore this was still chargeable time,

Helen Tuffin, a local

of the runners enthusiastically em-

surged forward to do quite a few

Crediton lady known to

bracing the mini Babybel of hashes

fishhooks, thinking that for 65 sec-

her listeners as Babelfish

laid by Stinkin’ Bishop. The usual

onds’ worth of effort he could still

and stalwart of the Re-

Monday evening start time was

charge the full 6 minute unit.

main Campaign, intends

brought forward to 6pm, an event

Despite the hash being considera-

to petition Theresa May

so rare that only unverified trans-

bly shorter than normal, the hash-

in person as the UK starts

lations of the Old Testament indi-

ers were relieved to find that not

its Brexit negotiations. Ms

cate that it may have ever hap-

all standards had correspondingly

Tuffin has herself experi-

pened before.

slipped. There was still a sweetie-

enced the unforeseen

The On Off, or “On Orff” as the

stop with a very reasonable selec-

consequences of the vote

hash luvvies now call it, was from

tion of sweets. Dents declared it

to leave. She explained to

QE Lower School, which paradoxi-

was certainly better than the

our reporter that just the

cally is higher up than the upper

sweetie stops he had experienced

school. Just as many a pupil has

with his PE master.

claimed getting lost en route to

Within minutes of the sugar rush

school as a reason for missing a

we arrived back at the School. A

lesson so did More Frequently de-

room has been provided in the

other evening she was

clare it was the reason for her not

school building for the hashers to

forced to source and de-

doing the actual hash. MF also

change and spruce up but instead

liver pasties (mostly large

claimed that the dog had eaten

they preferred to kept to their na-

Cornish ones with a few

her homework.

turist tendencies of stripping na-

homity pies for the leaf

The hash route was one of remi-

ked and sluicing themselves down

eaters) to a group of

niscence for those old Crediton

with tepid water in a car park. Mrs

luvvies as their pre-

schoolboys like Dents who had in

Boggy had a ringside seat for this

theatre meal. “And I had

their yoof run round the same

display, which might explain why

to hoover up after the

route in their vest, underpants and

she was rather quiet later on.

messy b*****ds!”.

plimsolls for cross-country runs ,

All in all the hashers very much

pursued by the PE master in his

enjoyed their short excursion with

peado shorts and blowing his

a dash of physical exertion thrown

whistle.

in. It was a prelude of perfect pro-

The hash was so early that Tup-

portions to the cultural delights

pence, under the mistaken belief

that awaited.

Niemand will deutsche
Übersetzung. Sie wollen nur
Pasteten von Cornwall mit HP
Soße. Was soll Ich tun?
Helen Tuffin, Crediton

Camp Builders
Satisfaction
Guaranteed.
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